Abstract

What we present in this paper is a 2D non-photorealistic, stroke-based image rendering technique, which is a fully automatic template-based painting method controlled by the structure of the model image. Namely it is based on dominant, weighted image edges and ridges extracted by a multiscale edge/ridge detection method. Stroke sizes (scales) and painting directions are both controlled by edge and ridge weights and orientations. This way the painting process becomes more "natural" in the sense that all of its parameters are guided by image features. We also present different painting variations based on this technique.
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1 Introduction

Non-photorealistic stroke-based rendering (NPR/SBR) methods generally have the goal of simulating the painting process of a real painter to obtain a picture which would resemble paintings in overall (at least some impression of the original model image). There are also painterly transformations which produce sketches or some other form of simplistic representation of the model e.g. for illustration purposes.

Abstract representations of usual imagery also serve a special purpose of image/data visualization, when rough, sketchy or specially focused representations are desired, and even provide some artistical imprint (being able to simulate different painting styles). When an image gets represented by a sequence of over- or non-overlapping brush-strokes, other aspects of possible utilization come to attention, e.g. alternative ways of compression, storing and retrieval. For instance a special sequence describing an image area can be used for indexing [Kato et al. 2002]. At the same time compactly designed stroke parameter series can be effectively compressed [Kovacs and Sziranyi 2002].

The first major work on stroke-based rendering was the work of Haeberli [1990] who introduced painting with an ordered collection of strokes described by shape, size, color and orientation. Painting was done by cursor following and randomly sampling color data. Arbitrary images and gradient data could also be used for painting control. Litwinowitz [1997] used strokes with a given center, length, radius and orientation, with bilinearly interpolated color data, adding random perturbation and gradient-based orientation. Meier [1996] and Kalnins et al. [Kalnins et al. 2002] gave methods for painting 3D surfaces. The former used particle sets and the stroke parameters were controlled by geometric and lighting properties of the surfaces. The latter used silhouette lines, decal strokes and hatching to draw strokes on an object from multiple viewpoints.

Hertzmann [1998] used painting with a series of b-spline strokes aligned to a grid mapped on the image, on a series of layers in a coarse-to-fine way, with multiple styles. Brush strokes were modelled as antialiased cubic b-splines with constant color and thickness. Santella et al. [2002] presented a promising new extension of traditional automatic painterly rendering methods, namely guiding the painting process by eye movement, focusing on areas where the user is looking. This way they generate an abstract representation of the input image which has those areas emphasized which the user thinks are important.

Northrup et al. [2000] present a way of rendering silhouette outlines of 3D meshes by edge extraction, drawing long connected paths corresponding to visible parts of the silhouettes. In Toth et al. [2000; 2001] a stochastic painterly rendering method is introduced which uses
stochastic placement of rectangular strokes with different sizes on multiple layers. Strokes are described by position, color and orientation which are also random and the process is controlled by constant quality checking and Monte Carlo Markov Chain optimization at the stroke acceptance step. In [Kovacs and Sziranyi 2004a] a painting method is presented where user defined grayscale templates can be used in a stochastic stroke placement painting process, where the orientation of the strokes is controlled by nearby edge orientations.

In the following section a new 2D painting method is introduced. It is based on the approach that as many painting parameters and options should be controlled by the model image data, as possible. We try to eliminate as much randomness and guessing from the painting process as we can to reduce coding times on one hand and to introduce as much "naturalness" to the painting as possible. We do this by extracting weighted edges and ridges from the model image using a variant of Lindberg's [1998] multiscale approach and use the edge/ridge data to control stroke scales and orientation. In our most recent painting technique stroke positions are sequential in the sense that possible painting positions are checked sequentially.

2 Painting

In [Kovacs and Sziranyi 2002] we used stochastic stroke position and orientation generation, and sequential scale cycling, painting in a multilayer coarse-to-fine way. The images generated this way were usually visually pleasing and could be compressed with high ratios. One of the main drawbacks was coding time. This was due to the highly stochastic nature of the algorithm. Figure 1 shows a sample painted image using this technique.

We started to search for new ways of painting which would be faster and more closely related to image contents and less stochastic in nature than our previous method. In [Kovacs and Sziranyi 2004a] we introduced an extension which gave some improvement in this direction, which was multiscale edge extraction, and using the extracted edge map to determine stroke orientation. But automatic stroke scale (size) selection still lacked and painting still proceeded through multiple stroke layers.

The method presented in the next sections in detail uses one layer of painting, sequential stroke position selection, edge/ridge orientation and weight to determine stroke scales and orientations automatically. This way the whole painting process is controlled by the extracted main image structures. In Section 2.1 the multiscale edge and ridge extraction method is presented while in Section 2.2 we present painting algorithms and styles using this technique.

2.1 Multiscale Structure Extraction

In [Sziranyi and Toth 2000] strokes are placed at random positions with random orientation. This can lead to situations when the placement of a stroke makes some improvement to the image in general, but it causes such local errors, which can only be corrected with multiple smaller strokes at a later step. This led to the conclusion that the random orientation is not always an acceptable solution.

We tried to place strokes with the orientation of nearby edges. The idea behind this approach was that if the orientation of larger strokes follows the orientation of edges on the image, than smaller strokes need only to cover the remaining areas well. This approach would also eliminate such induced errors when a stroke gets placed normal to an image edge.

We needed a way to get the main edges of the image, and the least of the small/short edges which in our case are considered noise. We do not want to get into unnecessary detail on edge detection methods here, there are many papers and works that deal with this question. Our first choice was the Canny’s edge detector [Canny 1986], which can produce quite good results for most of
the cases, but our final choice became an implementation of Lindeberg’s [Lindeberg 1998] multiscale edge detection method. This method tries to find main edges by searching for edge positions which produce an accentuate curve in scale-space. Besides this, it gives much more than Canny’s edge detector can, which is weighting the resulting edges and ridges where the weights reflect how relevant the respective curve is. A comparison just for one sample image to show how an edge map looks like which is used for painting is shown on Figure 2.

Figure 2: Example of Canny (3x3, hysteresis parameters 30 and 200, up) and multiscale-detected edges which is used for painting (down).

Given an image 

\[ f : R^2 \rightarrow R \]

its scale-space representation 

\[ L : R^2 \times R_+ \rightarrow R \]

defined by 

\[ L(:,t) = g(:,t) * f \]

where 

\[ g : R^2 \times R_+ \rightarrow R \]

denotes the Gaussian kernel, which will be used to generate the scales used in the detection process:

\[ g(x,t) = \frac{1}{2\pi t} e^{-\frac{x^2+y^2}{2t}} \]

where "t" is the scale parameter. At each scale level, edges are defined from points at which the gradient magnitude assumes a local maximum in the gradient direction. We use the edge definition when at a given point, if

it is an edge-point then the second order deriviate is zero and the third order derivative is negative (for each respective direction):

\[ L_{pp} = 0, L_{ppp} < 0 \]

For ridge definition we use the following geometrical definition:

\[ L_p = 0, L_{pp} < 0, |L_{pp}| > |L_{qq}| \text{ or } \]
\[ L_q = 0, L_{qq} < 0, |L_{qq}| > |L_{pp}| \]

which is the formulation for 2 directions (horizontal and vertical). We extended this formulation with 2 more directions, the two diagonals. Using 10 scales generated with Gaussian convolution with different scale parameters we calculate scale-space derivatives. Then we search
for all curves connected on the same (maximal) scale and calculate the edge strength formulated as:

$$E = t^2(L_p^2 + L_q^2)$$

and the ridge strength as:

$$R = t^2((L_{pp} - L_{qq})^2 + 4L_{pq}^2)$$

The $\gamma$ normalization value used above is a normalization factor introduced in [Lindeberg 1998] which is used when computing the Gaussians for the desired scales, and also for the above strength measures. According to [Lindeberg 1998] $\gamma$ values for edges 1/2 while for ridges 3/4 should be used. Then significance measures, which we call edge/ridge weights are calculated, which is a line integral of weighted derivatives along the actual curve. We store all connected curves on the image and sort them in descending order of their summed weights. At last we display the first N curves on an edge/ridge map. For an example of extracted edges and ridges see Figure 3.

When we have this edge map, we calculate a direction for each image pixel as follows: from a pixel location we search for the nearest edge, sample some neighboring points from it, calculate its gradient (from the directional tangent obtained from the sampled point locations), and let the stroke take this orientation. When producing images this way, the length of compressed stroke-series is reduced by an average of 15-20%, and transformation times also decrease. For an example see Figure 4 In this sample an extension which we call color morphology is also used, which does the following: after a given percent of canvas coverage by a certain layer the process is stopped and uncovered areas are filled by an eight directional distance weighted color interpolation method. The next painting layer takes up from this color-filled stage and continues the painting process.

The ridge map is used for obtaining stroke size (scale) automatically. This is done in the following way. We find the maximal and minimal ridge weight on the ridge map, and map the available stroke sizes over the weight interval in such a way that lowest weight corresponds to smallest stroke scale and highest weight to highest stroke scale. During the painting process, when a stroke needs to be placed its scale is determined by searching for the nearest 8 ridges and calculating the stroke scale by weighting the scales associated to the found ridge weights with the distances they are from the current stroke position.

Painting methods using extracted weighted edge and ridge maps are presented in the following section.

Figure 4: Example of image painted following multiscale edges (top-left: original, top-right: image after first layer (with edge following stroke placement), middle-left: previous image after filled with color morphology, middle-right: a later step after multiple refining layers, bottom-left: final painted image, bottom-right: the edge-map used in the painting process).

2.2 Image Generation

The painterly rendering process starts with edge and ridge extraction as shown above. In this section we present three methods of painting, each using the information obtained this way to some extent. The first method is presented in [Kovacs and Sziranyi 2004b], new methods introduced and proposed being the second and third.

Before the painting process starts, color sampling for the different possible stroke sizes and orientations is performed as a preprocessing step. This is done by convolving the model image with all possible stroke patterns with all possible orientations, for obtaining a blurred image series from which color sampling will be performed. Convolution is done in Fourier space (by multiplying the FFT of the templates with the FFT of the model image) for less computation time, exploiting a very impor-
tant property of the Fourier transform, that convolution is equivalent to multiplication in Fourier or frequency space:

\[ f(x) * g(x) = F(w)G(w) \]

Later during the painting process, color sampling will be performed using these pre-generated images as follows: If we wish to place a stroke on a given position, the blurred image version is taken which belongs to the stroke template, size and orientation in question, colors are counted from under the possible stroke position, and the most frequently occurring color is given to the stroke.

The main steps of the first painting approach are shown on the block diagram on Figure 5. In this process only the edge information is used, for stroke orientation selection. The steps are as follows:
- start with a blank image which we call canvas, and select a stroke set (using the larger by default at the first step),
- select random stroke positions (generate strokes step),
- get stroke orientation from the obtained weighted edge map (generate strokes step),
- obtain stroke color (generate strokes step),
- if the placement of the stroke does not induce errors in the image (the placement of the stroke lessens the image error in PSNR between the painting and the model over a threshold) then place the stroke,
- repeat stroke placement until no improvement over a threshold is obtained, then switch to a smaller stroke set and repeat the whole process until there are no more sets.

Figure 6: Example of image painted following edge orientations, with the first method (random stroke positions, sequential 10 layer stroke scales). Top: first step of the process, middle: a step in-between, bottom: fully transformed image.

Figure 7: "normal" is the fully stochastic painting method with 10 layers, "eSPT" is a new method with random stroke positions but following edge orientations when placing the strokes. It shows (for consecutive frames of the Mother and Son qcf video) that for achieving similar PSNR the new method needs much less time.

The second method is stochastic in nature by the means that possible stroke positions are still randomly chosen, but both stroke scale (size) and stroke orientation are obtained from the extracted edge and ridge maps. The diagram of the algorithm is very similar to the algorithm...
Figure 8: Example of image painted following edge orientation and scaling by ridge scales with the second method (still with random stroke positions) - (top: image after first step, middle: step in-between, bottom: final painted stage).

on Figure 5, the only difference being in the "Generate strokes" step. The mains steps are:
- select random stroke position,
- get stroke scale from the weighted ridge map,
- get stroke orientation from the weighted ridge map,
- obtain stroke color,
- place the stroke and repeat the process until there is no improvement in error between the model and the painting over a threshold,
- do post-processing: correct possible errors by a final overpainting with the finest stroke size (size will be constant, orientation taken from the edge map).

Stroke scales are calculated from the extracted ridge maps as described in the previous section (by proportionally mapping the available stroke sizes over the obtained ridge weight minimum-maximum values).

An image generated using this way of painting is shown on Figure 8.

This method is a bridge between stochastic painting and the following method which has no stochastic steps. While it still searches for stroke positions in a random way, placed strokes now follow the main image structure, thus processing time decreases further more, and the number of strokes needed to cover the canvas also drops.

The third method we present is totally based and controlled by the edge and ridge maps obtained in the previous section. Its block diagram is shown on Figure 9. The main steps are as follows:
- sequentially search for the next ridge point on the ridge map,
- (a) from that position search for the nearest edge on the edge map,
- (b) obtain stroke color,
- get stroke width from the weighted ridge map,
- (c) draw a longish stroke line with width obtained previously till the position of the found edge point,
- repeat this process until there are no more ridge points,
- go over the painted image and if there are areas left out (still blank) then do and repeat steps marked a,b,c with a constant stroke width to fill in the missing areas.

When painting with this variant a circular stroke template is used with variable radius.

Figure 9: Main steps of the 3rd painting approach.

In the case of this third algorithm the ridge scales are used when determining the width of the stroke line drawn from the actual ridge point till the nearest edge point. The smallest of the available strokes is assigned to the minimum ridge weight, the largest to the maximum ridge weight and the rest are proportionally mapped between the two values.

Images generated this technique are shown on Figures 10, 11 and 12 (in the latter, hue rotation means the higher the ridge weights, the more the Hue value of the color components of pixels under a stroke are rotated, the possible degree values of hue being mapped over the possible ridge weight values).
When painting with the last method, we achieve multiple goals: the painting process gets a reasonable speedup, because there is no need for stochastic generation of positions, scales or orientations, all of these parameters are automatically obtained from the edge/ridge maps; we get a painting process that stands a bit closer to being "natural" in the way that it follows the main image structures. Also, this technique gives space for further development, like adding shading to "hills" (which are spaces between ridges and edges) and "valleys" (which are negative ridges).

3 Conclusion

We presented a new painterly rendering method that is based on multiscale edge and ridge extraction which controls both the size and the scale of placed strokes on the canvas. Images generated this way are more closely connected to image contents and structure than previous painterly rendering algorithms were. By following edge directions and scaling the strokes related to ridge strengths painterly image representation becomes more compact and also provides a painting framework which can be the basis of further stroke-based rendering techniques.
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Figure 12: Yet another example of image painted with the third method. Strokes perform hue rotation proportionally to ridge weights (first and final step).


